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3PL CENTRAL

3PL Central are based in California and have been since launching in 2006. Since launch their software range, 3PL have delivered more than 150 upgrades in real-
time, most of which at no additional charge to it’s users. Worldwide customers range from small logistics companies to enterprise scale distribution centres including
DHL SameDay and Falcon Worldwide Distribution.

PRODUCT LIST

3PL Warehouse Manager - A cloud based warehouse management system specifically designed for third party logistics companies

3PL Red Rock WMS - A WMS created by people operating in the 3PL industry, suitable for retailers, e-tailers and manufacturers.



AFS TECHNOLOGIES

AFS Technologies provide software solutions that are purpose built for the requirements of consumer goods companies. Serving over 1,000 customers in over 50
countries, AFS was founded in 1985, originally focusing on the food and beverage industry.

Today AFS has a client base that includes Carlsberg, Weetabix, Farmer John and CROSSMARK.

PRODUCT LIST

AFS WMS - A WMS suited towards retail and 3PL based warehouses



APPRISE

Apprise are a global provider of enterprise resource planning and supply chain management software, both of which offer warehouse management functionality. The
company’s software products are designed for consumer goods distributors, importers and manufacturers.

With office locations in North America, Europe, China and Australia, the company can provide solutions and support for global warehouse operations.

PRODUCT LIST

Apprise ERP - Apprise ERP provides solutions for consumer warehouse operations on a global scale.



APPTRICITY

Operating since 1999, the Aptricity Corporation is a provider of IoT mobile enterprise solutions for supply chain and spend management. Serving customers
worldwide, Apptricity aims to mobile any enterprise with real-time business intelligence.

Based in Irving, Texas, users of Apptricity software include Bed, Bath and Beyond, Goldman Sachs, Walmart and the Judicial Branch of the U.S. Government, the
U.S. Army and the U.S. Air Force.

PRODUCT LIST

Apptricity Warehouse - A WMS for medium and enterprise scale warehouse needs.



APTEAN

Aptean provides a number of industry-focused enterprise software solutions. Headquartered in Alpharetta, GA, they supply software worldwide and have offices in 19
countries across the globe. Aptean’s cloud-based Catalyst WMS is designed to meet the needs of 3PL providers who warehouse and distribute non-perishable
goods.

PRODUCT LIST

irms|360 Enterprise Cloud Warehouse Management System  - A real-time end-to-end warehouse management system.

Catalyst WMS - A WMS for multi-facility and multi-channel requirements.



ASAP SYSTEMS

Operating for over 30 years, ASAP Systems provide automated data collection and asset tracking for premier enterprises in a variety of industries. ASAP provides
users with software that can be self-configured to meet their needs and are continuously research and developing new technologies.

ASAP Systems are headquartered in San Jose, California, users of their products include CAT, GoPro, Twitter and Shell.

PRODUCT LIST

Passport WMS - A WMS suitable for warehouses handling both perishable and nonperishable items.



AVECTOUS INTEGRATED SOFTWARE

Avectous Integrated Software is headquartered in Newport Beach, California. Founded in 2000, the company specializes in software for fulfillment and marketplace
management.

Their software systems have been installed in business operating in a range of industries, such as retail, food and beverage, manufacturing, 3PL, and
pharmaceuticals.

PRODUCT LIST

Avectous WMS - A WMS, channel and order management software system applicable for a range of industries.



BCP SOFTWARE

Founded in 1979 and based in Stockport, BCP is a UK-based systems house specializing in supply chain software. The company cover retail and wholesale
distribution through WMS and in-store web based EPoS, with a focus on new technologies to meet business needs where mobility and speed are becoming
increasingly important.

BCP provide solutions for many companies, including SPAR, Pedigree Wholesale, BWG Foods, with full national coverage across the UK and ROI, BCP is also
continuing to expand globally, with clients in Europe and the Middle East.

PRODUCT LIST

Accord - A cloud based WMS for retailers and wholesalers warehousing needs.



BLUE LINK

Blue Link provides software solutions for use by small-to-medium sized businesses working in the wholesale and retail sectors. Founded in 1992 in Vaughan,
Ontario, current clients include Qualifirst Foods, Foundation Distributing and Kidcentral.

PRODUCT LIST

Blue Link ERP - An ERP provider with the option for advanced and basic WMS capabilities.



CADRE TECHNOLOGIES

Founded in 2001 by experts in logistics and warehouse management, Cadre Technologies is a supplier of warehouse management and supply chain software
solutions.

The company is based in Denver, Colorado with offices in Lenexa, Kansas and Baltimore, Maryland. Cadre Technologies is a FOG Software Group company, part of
Constellation Software Inc. (TSX:CSU).

PRODUCT LIST

Cadence WMS - A warehouse management system that aims to integrate warehouse operations with logistics and fulfillment.

Accuplus 3PL WMS - A warehouse management system that serves smaller companies in the North American 3rd party logistics industry.



CIN7

Cin7 (Connected Inventory), aims to bridge the gap between suppliers and sales through their enterprise software systems. Based upon the principle of a cloud
inventory system, Cin7 focuses on third party integrations and EDI as a key selling point of it’s systems.

CIN7 is part of Datum Connect, based in Auckland, New Zealand. Worldwide customers include DHL, Shipwire, PikPak and Mainfreight.

PRODUCT LIST

Cin7 WMS - A software system that focuses on offering the most integrations in the WMS and inventory management market.



DATEX CORPORATION

Founded in 1978, Datex Corporation is a software and hardware solution provider to the manufacturing and supply chain industries.

Based in Florida, the Datex primarily serves medium-sized North American companies, and among their client base are firms such as Colony Brands, Del Norte
Distribution, and Eskimo Cold Storage.

PRODUCT LIST

Datex FootPrint WMS - A WMS aimed at medium-sized companies in the manufacturing and supply chain industries.



EPICOR

With more than 20,000 customers, Epicor are one of the largest software providers catering for the warehouse management market. Alongside Epicor WMS, the
company also offers ERP, production management, CRM and supply chain systems.

Current users of Epicor SCM software include VMI Americas and Standex.

PRODUCT LIST

Epicor WMS - A WMS software built with the needs of fulfillment service providers in mind, while also providing core functionality required for general warehouse
management operations.



FISHBOWL

Since launching in 2001 Fishbowl has become one of the most requested automation solutions for QuickBooks. In addition to warehouse management, Fishbowl
also offer services for sales, manufacturing, hosting and inventory management.

Fishbowl are based in Orem, Utah. Current customers include Chung’s Gourmet, Spark R&D, Backyard Adventures and Pacific Valley Dairy.

PRODUCT LIST

Fishbowl Warehouse - A cloud-based WMS utilizing mobile devices to facilitate warehouse productivity.



HIGHJUMP

Over 15,000 small and medium organisations use HighJump software to manage their supply chain needs. Offering solutions for each step of the supply chain
process, HighJump has customers in over 75 countries.

Organizations using HighJump software include retailers, manufacturers, wholesalers and many consumer packaged goods companies.

PRODUCT LIST

HighJump WMS - HighJump WMS is capable of handling both perishable and nonperishable products in a range of sectors, including 3PL, e-commerce and
manufacturing. The WMS is designed to optimize a warehouse from a role-based level, with the goal of better operational efficiency and completion of orders on
time.



IBM

IBM is a global IT company dating back to 1880 with headquarters in New York and offices throughout the world. The company joined forces with B2B market
leaders Sterling in 2010, and they have released a range of business software solutions packages since then. Customers include Walmart, Marks and Spencer,
Staples and Lowes.

PRODUCT LIST

Sterling WMS - An optimized, end-to-end warehouse management system for medium and enterprise companies.



INFOR

Based in New York City, with offices in 40 other countries worldwide, Infor is a WMS and supply chain management vendor for a wide range of companies, from
growing firms to enterprise-level organizations.

PRODUCT LIST

Infor SCM - A combined transportation, warehouse and labor management system.



INTELLITRACK

IntelliTrack provides software to manage warehouse operations, consumables and assets through a range of web-based solutions including StratusISRP, WMS RF
Standard and WMS RF Professional.

IntelliTrack solutions integrate with a range of third-party solutions including QuickBooks, Sage, SAP, Workday and Magento. The company’s software products are
also available on mobile devices with native apps for Windows, Android and iOS.

Comprehensive support for IntelliTrack WMS software is available through demo videos, installation tutorials, interactive presentations, hardware support, glossaries,
quick start guides, data sheets, manuals and more. A 30-day free trial is also available for IntelliTrack solutions.

PRODUCT LIST

Stratus ISRP - IntelliTrack Stratus ISRP combines four integrated functions - inventory, shipping, receiving and picking - to manage inventory and order fulfillment.

WMS RF Standard - IntelliTrack RF Standard provides small to mid-sized warehouse operations with a WMS solution for the manufacturing, distribution,
government, retail and healthcare sectors.

WMS RF Professional - IntelliTrack RF Professional WMS software is built to support warehouse operations with hundreds of concurrent users.



IPTOR

Iptor provide supply chain and distribution management software for warehouse operations in the pharmaceuticals, food and beverage, automotive, 3PL, publishing
and wholesale industries.

Recently rebranded from IBS to Iptor, the company’s strategy is to develop systems which help clients solve their most complex order management and fulfilment
challenges. This philosophy is built on the idea that 90% of client processes are routine, but the 10% which are not are where value can be added through warehouse
and distribution management.

Through 4000 installations across more than 40 countries, Iptor serve 1,250 customers.

PRODUCT LIST

Iptor WMS - Iptor WMS, formerly known as IBS Dynaman, provides core warehouse management functions with real-time data on shipping, receiving, put-away and
picking.



JDA SOFTWARE GROUP

The JDA Software Group have deployed software solutions for over 4,000 customers worldwide, specializing in end-to-end, integrated retail, omni-channel plus
supply chain planning and execution. A leader in five Gartner Magic Quadrants, JDA was founded in 1985, has over 70 office locations around the world and is
headquartered in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Customers of the JDA Software Group include Cummins, LG, Carlson Hotels, American Airlines Cargo and many more retailers, manufacturers and wholesales
amongst other industries.

PRODUCT LIST

JDA Warehouse Management - Catering to medium and enterprise scale businesses, JDA Warehouse Management offers real-time visibility across multiple
suppliers, warehouses and channels. The software is able to recognise disruptions and changes in real time, and respond efficiently and profitably.



KHAOS CONTROL

UK-based Khaos Control is an enterprise software company that specializes in order and inventory management solutions for B2B and B2C businesses. Formed in
2000, the firm serves a variety of UK and international clients in industries such as design, manufacture, logistics and retail. Betty’s of York, Ark Wildlife and Nkuku
are some examples of their clients.

PRODUCT LIST

Khaos Control - Khaos Control is an inventory management solution that comes equipped with an integrated WMS.



LA SOFTWARE

Founded in 2004, LA Software is a supply chain technology company providing services to North America and Europe.

Users of their software products include Loyola University and Arvato.

PRODUCT LIST

LA WMS - A warehouse management and order fulfillment platform for retail and 3PL businesses.



MADE4NET

A supply chain software provider, Made4Net specializes in WMS, TMS and POD solutions. Their suite of products has been designed with individual industries in
mind. Each suite is customized to meet the unique needs for that industry, whether that be 3PL, manufacturing or retail.

Made4Net currently has offices in North America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Their software provides solutions to small, medium and enterprise sized
businesses, including; i play, Natela Importers, K & M Style and Lanctôt.

PRODUCT LIST

Warehouse Expert - A WMS for growing business looking to improve inventory management and warehousing capabilities.



MAGAYA CORPORATION

Headquartered in Miami, Florida, Magaya was established in 2001. The focus of the Magaya Corporation is on logistics and supply chain management companies.
Aside from the Magaya Warehouse Management System, Magaya also provides cargo, supply chain and commerce systems.

Serving over 2,000 companies in 80 different companies, customers of Magaya include foreign warehousing company WTDC and logistics corporation W.C
McQuaide.

PRODUCT LIST

Magaya WMS - A warehouse inventory software suite that has been created to help large and small warehouse facilities manage operations.



MANHATTAN ASSOCIATES

Supply chain company, Manhattan Associates, have been in business over 25 years. Founded in 1990 the company boasts 1,200 global customers has been ranked
a leader 8 consecutive times in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for WMS.

Core markets of Manhattan Associates include food, retail, wholesale and more. Currently 16 of the top 20 apparel retailers use Manhattan Associates software to
manage supply chain requirements.

PRODUCT LIST

Manhattan’s Distribution Management - A software system used by 16 of the top 20 apparel retailers in the US.



NCR

NCR, National Cash Register, is an American company based in Duluth, GA. Founded in 1884 NCR began its long heritage by developing the world’s first ever
mechanical cash machine.

Currently employing over 32,000 people, clients using NCR software systems include Morrisons Supermarkets, Transact, Speedway Motors and State Bank of India.

PRODUCT LIST

NCR Power Warehouse - NCR's Power Warehouse directs the movement of inventory throughout the warehouse operation, along with the associated labor and
equipment.



NETSUITE

Owned by Oracle, NetSuite provides cloud-based business management software to over 10,000 live customers. The company’s warehouse offerings are
incorporated into their ERP software product which also provides financial management, HCM, supply chain and procurement solutions.

NetSuite WMS clients include professional cosmetics product provider Epicuren and bicycle and scooter distributor Dynacraft.

PRODUCT LIST

NetSuite WMS - A cloud based WMS supported by the companies ERP system.



NORTHSTAR AUTOMATION

Founded in 2007, Minnesota-based NorthStar Automation is a provider of WMS software to the distribution, 3PL, manufacturing, and food industries.

PRODUCT LIST

NorthStar WMS - A WMS for all company sizes operating in the distribution, 3PL, and manufacturing sectors.



ODOO

Originally launched as Tiny ERP in February 2005, the company name was changed to Open ERP in April 2009 before finally becoming Odoo in September 2014.
The company HQ is located in Belgium and there are other offices in India, Hong Kong, San Francisco, New York and Luxembourg. Current customers using the
Odoo software range include WWF, Hyundai and Toyota.

PRODUCT LIST

Odoo Inventory - Open source inventory management software for maximizing warehouse efficiency.



OPTIMA WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONS

Established for over 13 years, UK-based WMS vendor Optima Warehouse Solutions aim to provide affordable, yet high-quality warehouse management software.

The company serves businesses through the UK and Europe, notable clients include Discount Tiles, Border Group, Denholm Global Logistics and Active Nutrition.

PRODUCT LIST

Optimiser WMS - A flexible WMS for small and medium-sized businesses.



ORACLE

Oracle was formed in 1977 by Larry Ellison as Software Development Labs (SDL) to create databases for the CIA and government and now has 400,000 customers
in 145 countries and employs 120,000 staff.

A multinational computer software company based in Redwood, California, Oracle offers a wide range of software solutions for its customers, which include small
startups to large multi-national corporations. Companies using Oracle’s business software include global hotel business Marriott International, Californian timeshare
company ResortCom and Virginian financial services giant Genworth Financial.

PRODUCT LIST

Oracle SCM Cloud - A supply chain management software package, which includes WMS and forms part of the Oracle suite of products.



PATHGUIDE

PathGuide Technologies deliver warehouse software for distributors with core functions to improve customer service and expand sales.

The company’s WMS system, Latitude WMS, caters for a range of distribution sectors including wholesale, retail and electrical. Training for Latitude WMS is
provided on a 3-day classroom training course.

Alongside WMS, PathGuide offer a parcel shipping integration system called Manifest which integrates with UPS, FedEx, dpd and other leading carriers. The system
can be purchased as part of Latitude WMS or as a separate product.

PRODUCT LIST

Latitude WMS - Latitude WMS provides warehouse management solutions for distributors across many backgrounds including wholesale, retail and electrical.



PROTEUS

Proteus was established in 1987 and is based in Solihull, UK. Suitable for a range of industries and company sizes, Proteus has installed over 500 solutions for
companies around the world. Aiming to create long-term partnerships the company invests strongly in R&D and support for its users.

The company has centres of excellence in Asia Pacific, Africa and Eastern Europe, and clients include BP, Whyte & Mackay and Danone.

PRODUCT LIST

Proteus Warehouse Management - A modular, cloud-based WMS for small and medium-sized businesses.



RAMP SYSTEMS

Ramp Systems provides software solutions to the logistics industry worldwide.

Current users of Ramp Systems' software include Bold 3PL, Armstrong Warehousing, and Le Mars Public Storage.

PRODUCT LIST

Enterprise WMS - A WMS catering primarily towards the needs of 3PL companies.



ROBOCOM

Robocom provide Robocom WMS, a warehouse management tool designed for use by small-to-medium sized businesses working with both perishable and non-
perishable goods. The company has offices in Farmingdale, NY and Markham, Ontario. Current clients include Pero Vegetable Company, Universal Studios
Hollywood and the National Technical Information Services

PRODUCT LIST

Robocom WMS - Infor SCM combines transportation management, warehouse management, labor management, and 3PL Billing into a single application on a
unified database to reduce the complexity of warehousing operations and make decision-making processes more efficient.



SAP

SAP is a German multinational company headquartered in Walldorf and with regional offices in 130 countries. With over 300,000 customers, SAP is one of the
largest enterprise technology vendors in the world.

Founded in 1972, customers using SAP software systems include Indigo Books, Dr. Pepper and Snapple.

PRODUCT LIST

SAP SCM - A WMS that is part of a larger SCM software product.



SKUVAULT

Based in Louisville, Kentucky, SkuVault are providers of inventory and warehouse management software. The company offer their solution to retailers,
manufactures, 3PL companies and wholesalers.

Suitable for small, medium and large organizations, SkuVault’s current customers include SlimShades, Shoeta and GotYourGear.

PRODUCT LIST

SkuVault - A feature rich WMS for retailers and wholesalers.



SNAPFULFIL

Snapfulfil provide WMS software for e-commerce, B2B distribution, 3PL and manufacturing through a tiered software product which caters to a range of company
sizes.

The company’s Snapfulfil Start, Pro and Enterprise solutions can be licensed as cloud systems or installed as on-premise systems. Licenses are offered as monthly
subscription or traditional licenses.

Users of Snapfulfil WMS systems include e-commerce fulfillment business Big Red Group, homeware retailer ComfyQuilts and energy and utilities provider SSE.

PRODUCT LIST

Snapfulfil Pro - An advanced cloud or on-premise WMS for larger warehouse operations/

Snapfulfil Enterprise - A WMS system offering functionality for large warehouse operations with advanced requirements.

Snapfulfil Starter - A cloud-based WMS for growing e-commerce retailers.



SOLOGLOBE

Founded in 1997, Sologlobe develops and provides supply chain management systems with a focus on the manufacturing and logistics industries. With headquarters
in Montreal, Canada, Sologlobe has been implemented on sites worldwide and are partnered with Microsoft Dynamics CRM for increased functionality and
integration.

PRODUCT LIST

Solochain WMS - A WMS for medium and enterprise organizations operating multiple warehouses.



SPHERE WMS

Founded in 1993, SphereWMS are a software house that specializes in cloud based inventory management software. The firm operate out of offices in Los Angeles
and Denver to serve customers across the world including UK based logistics provider Signet, Idaho Falls based WestOne Logistics and multinational clothes
manufacturer Nike.

PRODUCT LIST

Sphere WMS - Sphere WMS is a warehouse and inventory management developed to serve the companies in logistics and supply chain industries. 



SYSTEMS LOGIC

Systems Logic was established in 2002 and is based in Ontario, Canada. Originally founded as a consulting firm for warehouses and third party logistics companies,
Systems Logic began to develop their own enterprise technology systems having found a gap in the market. Customers include large and small distribution and retail
companies including Funrise Toys.

PRODUCT LIST

Wireless Warehouse in a Box - Wireless Warehouse In A Box™, Warehouse Management System is your complete supply chain solution, integrating your ERP,
LTL and EDI systems, RF and Barcode hardware and all warehouse automation equipment.



VAI

VAI is based on Long Island, New York, with branch offices in Florida, Chicago and California. Their user base spans Northern America into Europe, the Middle East
and the Caribbean. Current S2K WMS customers include businesses in the food, pharmaceuticals, electrical and packaging sectors.

PRODUCT LIST

S2K Warehouse Management - A WMS centered around real time warehouse activity.
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